Abstract. We consider the problem of ordering strings of a fixed length over a discrete alphabet, according to decreasing probabilities of having been emitted by an unknown fmite-state source. We apply data compression to derive a universal algorithm that solves this problem with an optimal asymptotic performance. We employ the above result in the solution of the following problem: discriminate an individuai sequence as emitted by an i.i.d. random source or as a signal compted by noise. We give tight lower and upper bounds on the asymptotic performance of finite-state discriminators.. 
SUMMARY
A unifilar, ergodic, finite-state-machine (FSM) probabilistic source, over a discrete alphabet A of a letters, is defined by a finite set of states S of cardinality k, k probability measures p (a I z ), a E A , z E S , and a "next-state'' transition function f that maps SxA into S . The probability that an n -tuple xy = x x 2 . . . X, , xi E A , l l i I n , be emitted by the source when started at a given state zo, is given by
In this paper we consider the problem of ordering the n -tuples over A , according to decreasing probabilities of having been emitted by an unknown FSM source. For an n-tuple x? emitted by an FSM source with an (a-1)k-vector of parameters 8, let us denote by Me(X?) the cardinality of the set where y ? I x ? means that X ? does not precede y 7 in the lexicographic order on A n .
That is, M e ( x l ) is the ranking o f x l according to its actual (unknown) probability, with Me(u?)=l for the most likely sequence U ? , and Me(V?)=CY" for the least likely sequence V ? , with ties being treated lexicographically. Note that M e ( . ) is a one-to-one mapping from A to the subset of the integers 1, { 1, 2, . . . , a" 1.
Let M ( . ) be any one-to-one mapping from A" to I , , independent of 8, that is, M ( x ? ) denotes the ranking of x? in some arbitrary ordering of n-tuples. Finally, let E ; [ . ] denote expectation relative to the actual probability distribution of n -tuples 241 emitted by the source.
We are interested in a universal mapping Mu(.), in the sense that E ; [ z] is sufficiently small for any (a-l) have the property of "pointwise asymptotic optimality" (i.e., the difference between the codelength obtained for X! and H(x? I S ) tends to zero as n tends to infinity, for every x ! ) , the asymptotic optimality of the coding scheme of [5] was proved for the average redundancy only. Average asymptotic optimality suffices if we address the (easier) question of upper-bounding E t , which is closer to data compression. Now, we turn to the question of universal discrimination between i.i.d. random vectors (hypothesis H, ) and signals corrupted by noise (hypothesis H I ), using a finite-state discriminator. This problem was introduced in [7] , where it was shown to be equivalent to the following. Given an FSM with k states and an input x! EA", assume that the output for every xi , E l n , is fed into an accumulator, and the input is "accepted" (decision H ) if the accumulator exceeds a given threshold, or "rejected" ( H~ otherwise. We also assume that a set s of exactly dl+n input n -tuples is accepted. Thus, a finite-state discriminator is characterized by a set S of k states, a next-state function f , a (real) output function g defined over A n , and a real parameter h E (0.1). We look for a universal machine U such that for any given h and &>O, it accepts a set S, (1) satisfying:
for every finite-state discriminator that accepts exactly S , . Note that if, in addition to the i.i.d. probability Po(x7) of the input x? given H o , we assume the existence of the probability P 1 (~1 ) given H 1, then (1) and (2) imply
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In the sequel, we resmct our discussion to universal machines U satisfying the following additional condition Clearly, (3) is satisfied by any finite-state discriminator.
Using our results on universal ordering we can now extend the results of [7] as follows. 
(log).
A universal discriminator satisfying Theorem 3 (b) is defined by the "accepted" set
